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Abstract 
 
In September 2002, Holroyd City Council adopted a Low Kill Policy for companion animals. 
Since this time, Council has been actively working towards educating the community about 
responsible pet ownership and reducing euthanasia rates of healthy, adoptable companion 
animals. 
 
Initiatives introduced to support the policy are always evolving, based on results achieved 
and community feedback, however integral to the success of the policy so far has been the 
establishment of Council’s PetFest event (annual since 2003), promotion of impounded 
animals on Council’s website and in local media, the introduction of community education 
programs such as the recent Happy Cat Desexing program, close liaison with, and support of 
local rescue groups, and staff at the Blacktown Animal Holding Facility. 
 
Results of the policy have shown a reduction in euthanasia rates of dogs, in particular down 
from 64% (end 2002/2003) to 8% (end 2010/2011). 
 
Council is committed to improving the lives of companion animals in our community, and 
seeks to encourage other Council’s to exercise reason, common sense, and compassion in 
the management of companion animals in their communities also. 
 
Development of the Low Kill Policy 
 
The development of Holroyd City Council’s Low Kill Policy was initiated primarily by the 
direction and enthusiasm of an elected Councillor, with the support other elected members, 
and Council’s Senior Management Team. After a move to reduce Council’s euthanasia rates 
was initially proposed, staff commenced some research into the functions of other local 
government authorities that had reportedly embarked on a similar process. Results of this 
research, combined with results of discussions held with management personnel from the 
Blacktown Animal Holding facility, culminated in the development of Council’s Low Kill 
Policy.  
 
In conjunction with the development of the policy, Council established a Companion Animals 
Advisory Committee, which is ongoing. Represented on the Committee are community 
members, Council staff and Councillors. The Committee meets every eight weeks, to discuss 
companion animal matters and help drive the actions considered appropriate to best fulfil 
the intentions of Council’s Low Kill Policy. 
 
 
The Low Kill Policy  
 
Holroyd City Council’s Low Kill Policy states the following: 
 
Holroyd City Council is doing the best it can for each individual animal that becomes its 
responsibility and in particular to eliminate the euthanasia of healthy adoptable companion 
animals. 
 



Holroyd City Council has adopted a Low Kill Policy for companion animals that is based on 
reason and common sense. Council will restrict euthanasia to those animals that are 
unhealthy or injured, suffering from terminal infirmity or are savage or dangerous. 
 
Low Kill is a principle of conduct that Holroyd City Council has adopted to save as many 
companion animals as possible that come under its care from being destroyed by euthanasia 
by either locating their owners or rehoming them. 
 
This Policy/Code was adopted by Council at its Meeting held on 17 September 2002. 
 
Initiatives adopted by Council to reduce euthanasia rates. 
 
As previously stated, initiatives introduced to support the Council’s Low Kill Policy are always 
evolving, based on results achieved and community feedback, however integral to the 
success of the policy so far has been the establishment of some now standard practices 
including: 
 

• A commitment to do our best to return animals to their owner, prior to impounding. 
This process relies heavily on the animal being microchipped, and the contact details 
stored in the microchip being up-to-date. To enhance the effectiveness of this 
strategy, Council acknowledges that education and support programs are necessary. 
As such we offer free microchipping, and a competition to update contact details at 
our inaugural PetFest event. The latter is reinforced in all education material 
distributed by Council, and on Council’s website. 

• An immediate hold is placed on all Holroyd dogs once they are impounded. This 
means that Council commits to sustaining them in the pound environment, beyond 
the required statutory time period, to increase the likelihood that they will be 
adopted/rescued. This process would not be possible without the support of staff at 
the Blacktown Animal Holding Facility. To enhance the likelihood of adoption, 
beyond simply holding them indefinitely, suitable dogs are identified and promoted 
as Council’s Pet of the Week in the Parramatta Advertiser (local paper) and on 
Council’s website. 

• Due to the high number of cats impounded, it is not possible to place an indefinite 
hold on all cats, however a small number of cats are selected, and held indefinitely 
until a suitable home can be found. The cats are then desexed and microchipped, 
and also advertised at Council’s Pet of the Week, and on www.petrescue.com.au 

• Once a fortnight a staff member visits the Blacktown Animal Holding Facility, to 
photograph all animals that are currently impounded. These photos, with the 
relevant information for each animal, are then placed on Council’s website. The 
photographs taken are also used when appropriate to accompany Pet of the Week 
advertisements. 

• Every week a Pet of the Week advertisement is placed in the Parramatta Advertiser 
(local paper) on Council’s Corporate Page. The advertisement is also placed on 
Council’s website. This has proven to be a great way to boost the profile of 
impounded animals, and subsequent adoptions, but also the Blacktown Animal 
Holding Facility. 

• Council staff will contact rescue groups of specific dog breeds, if a dog has been held 
for a period of time with no interest from the general public or other rescue groups. 
Common breeds that we often impound include Staffordshire Bull Terriers, Siberian 
Husky’s and Greyhounds. 



• There is a function on Council’s website that allows members of the community to 
post information about lost or found animals. This may assist with reuniting owners 
with their pets and possibly reduce the number of animals impounded. 

• Council provides responsible pet ownership information at all community events, 
and takes every opportunity to boost the profile of the Blacktown Animal Holding 
Facility as a place to adopt a new dog or cat. At our annual CityFest parade, Council’s 
Companion Animals Advisory Committee walks dogs from the pound, and at our 
annual PetFest event, at least one dog and cat from the pound are present. 

• Council acknowledges the importance of education when it comes to improving the 
situation for companion animals within our community, and as such has employed 
several education strategies in recent years including: 
- Coordination and promotion of the annual (since 2003) PetFest event, 

designed to encourage responsible pet ownership, and celebrate the 
important contribution that companion animals make to our society. 
Residents are invited to enter the Scan and Win competition (allowing them 
to check and update details stored in their pets microchip) and also pay 
registration fees on the day. It is a very popular event that has done a great 
deal to raise the profile of, and appreciation for companion animals within 
our community. 

-  The Happy Cat Desexing Program was established in 2010, and has 
continued in 2011. It offers residents a $50 contribution from Council to 
assist with the costs of getting cats desexed. Council hopes that promotion 
of the program over successive years, will continue to reinforce the desexing 
message within the community, and ultimately help to minimize the number 
of unwanted cats born every year.  

-  Council has recently liaised with the NSW RSPCA to promote education 
opportunities to local primary schools.  

- As funding has permitted over the last few years, Council has offered free 
group on-lead dog obedience training to Holroyd residents. Feedback 
received from the community about the opportunity to participate in this 
program has always been very positive. Council hopes that by offering this 
training, we are providing an opportunity to improve dog behaviour that 
may otherwise have resulted in abandonment of some dogs, as well as 
minimizing complaints associated with dog behaviour, particularly in public 
places.  

-  Every year in December, Council conducts a Christmas Pet Food Drive to 
collect food and toy products for companion animals. Items collected are 
distributed by Council to local animal welfare organisations who actively 
rescue and foster animals from the Blacktown Animal Holding Facility. At a 
time when all their resources are stretched to capacity, the provision of 
additional food over this period substantially reduces the burden these 
groups are prepared to bear in the interest of animal welfare. Council sees 
this as an opportunity to support these groups that have assisted us all year, 
while also reinforcing several important education messages to the 
community. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Is the Low Kill Policy Working? 
 
In the year prior to the adoption of Council’s Low Kill Policy in September 2002, the 
impounding and euthanasia rates for dogs and cats were as follows: 
 
Stats for the period  
July 2001 – June 2002 
 

 Impounded Euthanased % 

Dogs 774 496 64 

Cats 212 Unknown Unknown 

 
With the refinement of Council’s activities to help minimise the euthanasia of healthy 
companion animals, the following statistics were achieved in the last financial year.  
 
Stats for the period 
July 2010 – June 2011 
 

 Impounded Euthanased % Euthanased 

Dogs 280 22 8% 

Cats 573 446 78% 

 
 
Of the dogs euthanased in the 2010/2011 financial year, all were either old/sick, declared 
dangerous, or a restricted breed, or had not been rehomed after a substantial period of time 
due to issues associated with temperament.  
 
Of particular concern to Council is the large increase in cat impounding figures in recent 
years, and the continued euthanasia in high numbers. 
 
Council acknowledges that the achievements of these results, particularly relating to dogs, 
could not have been achieved without the tireless efforts of rescue groups that operate 
within our community. 
 
Difficulties Encountered 
 
The main factors limiting the success of Council’s Low Kill Policy include: 
 

• The failure of pet owners to keep microchip details up-to-date (including change of 
ownership details), which limits our ability to actively return a dog or cat to the 
owner, as an alternative to impounding the animal. In some cases the owner is 
never found, which adds to the volume of animals requiring rescue from the facility. 

• The types of dogs impounded can restrict adoption rates, especially when a 
particular breed is frequently impounded, for which a small number of 
potential/suitable homes are available. An example of this is the Staffordshire, and 
Staffordshire Cross breed.  

• The sheer volume of cats impounded makes it difficult to substantially reduce the 
euthanasia rates of kittens and cats. There is always a number impounded that are 
not considered social, and also of such an infant age, that unless carers are found 
immediately, euthanasia seems to be the only option. However the remaining 
healthy, adoptable animals are in such volume that precious openings with rescue 



groups are quickly filled. Council considers that the overpopulation issue related to 
cats, means that community members are able to acquire stray/unwanted cats from 
a variety of sources, limiting the need to visit a legitimate adoption facility – hence 
why cat adoptions seem to be less common. 

• Cat adoptions in particular are also made more difficult due to the prevalence of the 
cat flu in particular. Even if a sociable, seemingly healthy cat is identified for 
desexing etc and promotion, it invariably comes down with the flu prior to adoption, 
which makes rehoming more difficult.  

• Like with most things, if more funding was available, Council would be in a better 
position to implement more programs, and make a greater difference to the lives of 
companion animals in our community. 

 
 
What Next? 
 
Council is committed to improving the lives of companion animals in our community, and as 
such is always considering new ways to make this happen. 
 
Council has recently developed a new branding/design for our Pet of the Week 
advertisements, and has made a prominent link to this feature on the front page of Council’s 
website. 
 
Council staff have recently approached staff from a new pet shop (the only one in our 
Council area) that has opened in a major shopping centre, to discuss the possibility of 
rehoming desexed animals (initially kittens and cats) from the Blacktown Animal Holding 
facility. Preliminary discussions have been very positive, and Council is hopeful that by 
working together, we can better educate the community, whilst increasing the adoption of 
previously impounded animals. 
 
Council is considering the establishment of a community foster care network, and has 
recently called for expressions of interest from members of the public to participate.  
 
Council has considered several other programs that if implemented, it is thought, could have 
a positive impact on reducing the euthanasia of companion animals in our community. 
These include an Adopt a Stray program, rehoming of impounded adult cats through aged 
care facilities, and working with the RSPCA to introduce their Community Animal Welfare 
Scheme to our community. Development and implementation of these programs however, 
relies on funding becoming available in the near future. 
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